Abstract-We study the problem of planning paths for a team of robots for visually monitoring an environment. Our work is motivated by surveillance and persistent monitoring applications. We are given a set of target points in a polygonal environment that must be monitored using robots with cameras. The goal is to compute paths for all robots such that every target is visible from at least one path. In its general form, this problem is NP-hard as it generalizes the Art Gallery Problem and the Watchman Route Problem. We study two versions: (i) a geometric version in street polygons for which we give a polynomial time 4-approximation algorithm; and (ii) a general version for which we present a practical solution that finds the optimal solution in possibly exponential time. In addition to theoretical proofs, we also present results from simulation studies.
I. INTRODUCTION
We study the problem of planning paths for a team of robots tasked with visually monitoring complex environments. Visibility-based monitoring problems commonly occur in many applications such as surveillance, infrastructure inspection [1] , and environmental monitoring [2] . These problems have received significant interest recently [3] - [5] , thanks in part, to the technological advances that have made it easy to rapidly deploy teams of robots capable of performing such tasks. For example, Michael et al. [6] demonstrated the feasibility of carrying out persistent monitoring tasks with a team of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) with onboard cameras.
Persistent monitoring problems are typically studied when the points of interest are given as input. The points may have associated weights representing their importance. A common objective is to find the order of visiting the points that minimizes the weighted latency. Alamdari et al. [7] showed that this problem is NP-hard and presented two log factor approximation algorithms. In many settings, the path to be followed by the robots is given as input as well, and the speed of the robot must be optimized to minimize the maximum weighted latency. Cassandras et al. [8] presented an optimal control approach to determine the speed profiles for multiple robots when their motion is constrained to a given curve. Yu et al. [9] presented an optimal solution for computing speed profiles for a single robot moving along a closed curve to sense the maximum number of stochastically arriving events on a curve. Pasqualetti et al. [10] We are given a set of target points ( ) in a polygonal environment. Our goal is to find m paths and discrete viewpoints on the paths ( ) such that each target is seen from at least one viewpoint. Here, R 1 sees t 1 and t 2 along its path from v 1 → v 2 ; R 2 remains stationary at v 3 from where it sees t 3 and t 4 ; and R 3 sees t 5 -t 8 from its path v 4 → v 5 → v 6 . The cost of a path is a weighted combination of its length (travel time) and the number of viewpoints (measurement time). A path may consist of only one point (as is the case for R 2 ). The objective is to minimize the maximum path cost.
laws for coordination between multiple robots patrolling on a metric graph.
We consider a richer version of the problem where the points to be visited by the robots are not given, and instead must be computed based on visibility-based sensing. We are given a set of target points in a polygonal environment. Each robot carries a camera and can see any target as long as the straight line joining them is not obstructed by the boundary of the environment. Our goal is to compute paths for m robots, so as to ensure that each target is seen from at least one point on some path. Figure 1 shows an example scenario for m = 3.
Our problem is a generalization of the Art Gallery Problem (AGP) [11] and the Watchman Route Problem (WRP) [12] . The objective in AGP is to find the smallest set of "guard" locations, such that every point in an input polygon is seen from at least one guard. AGP is NP-hard for most types of input polygons [11] , and very few approximation algorithms exist even for special cases. The objective in WRP is to find a tour of minimum length for a single robot (i.e., watchman) so as to see every point in an input polygon. There is an optimal algorithm for solving WRP in polygons without any holes [13] and a O(log 2 n) approximation algorithm for nsided polygons with holes [14] . Carlsson et al [13] introduced m-WRP where the goal is to find m tours such that each point in the environment is seen from at least one tour. The objective is to minimize the total length of m tours. They showed that the problem is NP-hard (in fact, no approximation guarantee is possible).
Using the length of a tour as the cost is reasonable when a arXiv:1612.03246v1 [cs.RO] 10 Dec 2016
robot is capable of obtaining images as it is moving. However, in practice, obtaining high-resolution images while moving may lead to motion blur or cause artifacts to appear due to rolling shutter cameras. This is especially the case when UAVs are to be used. It would be desirable for the robot to stop to obtain a measurement. Instead of finding a continuous path, we would like to find a set of discrete viewpoints on m paths. The cost of a path can be modeled as the weighted sum of the length of the path (travel time) and the number of measurements along the path (measurement time). Wang et al. [15] first introduced this objective function for WRP for the case of a single robot and termed it the Generalized WRP (GWRP). They showed that GWRP is NP-hard and presented a O(polylog n) approximation for the restricted case when each viewpoint is required to see a complete polygon edge. We introduce the m robot version of GWRP. This problem, in general, is NP-hard since it generalizes the NP-hard problems of GWRP and m-WRP. Hence, we consider special instances of the problem and present a number of positive results. In particular, we characterize the conditions under which the problem has an optimal algorithm (Section III) and a present a constant-factor approximation algorithm for a special class of environments (Section IV). In addition to theoretical analysis, we perform simulations to study the effect of the number of robots and targets on the optimal cost.
Finally, we study the case when the measurement time is zero (Section V). We present a practical solution that finds paths for m robots. Our solution can be applied for a broad class of environments (e.g., 2.5D, 3D) and can incorporate practical sensing constraints (e.g., limited sensing range and field-of-view). The added generality comes at the expense of running time. Instead of a polynomial time solution, our algorithm may take possibly exponential time. We show how to use existing, sophisticated Traveling Salesperson Problem solvers to produce solutions in reasonable amounts of time (for typical instances). This paper builds on the work presented at [16] which did not include the general solution in Section V. We formally state the various problems considered and our contributions in the following section.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
We study three problems for visibility-based persistent monitoring. The environment P is an n-sided 2D polygon without holes (in one of the problems we consider a 1.5D terrain 1 environment). We are given a set of target points, X, within P . We have m robots each carrying an omnidirectional camera. Let each robot travel with unit speed and let the time to obtain an image be t m . Let Π i denote both the i th path and V i denote the discrete set of viewpoints along this path. Let Π denote the collection of m paths. Let VP(p) denote the visibility polygon of a point p in P and VP(V i ) denote the union of visibility polygons of all viewpoints on Π i . We relax many of these assumptions for the general case in Section V.
In the first problem, we are given a curve in the polygon along which we must determine the set of viewpoints. The curve can be, for example, the boundary of the environment for border patrolling, or a safe navigation path within the environment. The goal is to find m paths along this curve along with viewpoints on the paths, to see every point in X. We show that if the set X and the curve satisfy a property, termed chain-visibility, then this problem can be solved optimally.
Definition 1 Let X be a set of points and C be some curve in a 2D environment. The pair (X, C) is said to be chain visible if the intersection of the visibility polygon of any point x ∈ X with C, i.e., VP(x) ∩ X is either empty or a connected chain.
Although restrictive, the chain-visibility property is satisfied by various curves. Figure 2 shows some examples.
Chain-visibility was used by Carlsson and Nilsson [17] to show that there always exists a collapsed watchman path satisfying chain-visibility in street polygons. A street polygon is a polygon without holes with the property that its boundary can be partitioned into two chains, U and D, and any point in U is visible from some point in D and vice versa. Figure 2(b) gives an example. We give more examples of chain-visibility in the following proposition.
Proposition 1 Following pairs of target points of interest, X, and curves, C, all satisfy the chain-visibility property:
• X is any set of points in a street polygon and C is a collapsed watchman route.
• X is any set of points in a polygon without holes and C is the shortest path between any pair of points s and t in the polygon. In particular, C can be a straight line within the polygon.
• X is any set of points on a 1.5D terrain and C is a fixed altitude path.
Naturally, if the intersection of the visibility region of a point with C is empty, we will not be able to compute a viewpoint on C to see the point. Hence, we consider only those situations where each point in X is visible from some point in C while satisfying the chain-visibility property. Formally, the first problem we consider is the following:
Problem 1
Input: set of points of interest, X, and a curve, C, such that (X, C) is chain-visible Output: m paths Π = {Π i |Π i ⊆ C} each with viewpoints, V i , where for all x ∈ X we have x ∈ ∪ VP(V i ).
Contribution: Optimal algorithm (Section III).
The optimal algorithm for this problem is given in Section III.
In the second problem, X is simply the set of all points in the polygon. Our goal is to find m paths, restricted to a chainvisible curve, so as to monitor every point in the environment. Here, we focus on the case of street polygons where we know there always exists a curve, namely the collapsed watchman route, which is chain-visible for any subset of points in the polygon [17] . Street polygons have previously been studied in the context of robot navigation in unknown environments [18] , [19] .
Problem 2
Input: street polygon, P , and a chain-visible curve, C Output: m paths, Π = {Π i |Π i ⊆ C}, each with viewpoints, V i , where for all x ∈ X we have x ∈ ∪ VP(V i ).
Contribution: 4-approximation algorithm (Section IV).
Carlsson and Nilsson [17] presented an optimal algorithm to find the fewest number of viewpoints along C to see every point in P . One way to compute paths would be to first find this smallest set of viewpoints and then distribute them into m paths. Unfortunately, this approach can lead to paths which are arbitrarily longer and consequently arbitrarily worse than optimal paths ( Figure 3 ). Nevertheless, we present a 4-approximation algorithm for Problem 2.
We consider a general version in the third problem at the expense of discretization. The cost is simply the sum of the distances traveled by the robots. We are given a graph along which the robots can navigate. The robots can stop and take a measurement at the vertices of this graph. We show how to find the optimal solution by reducing this to a TSP instance which can then solved by a numerical solver (e.g., concorde [20] ).
Problem 3
Input: set of points of interest, X, and a set of viewpoints, V , in a polygon Output: m paths, Π = {Π i |Π i ⊆ V }, where for all x ∈ X we have x ∈ ∪ VP(Π i ).
Contribution: optimal solution (Section V).
The solution is presented in Section V. Our solution extends the single robot solution presented by Obermeyer et al. [21] to the case of multiple robots.
III. OPTIMAL ALGORITHM WHEN GIVEN A SET OF TARGETS AND CHAIN-VISIBLE CURVE
In this section, we present an optimal algorithm for solving Problem 1. Here, we are given as input a set of points X in an n-sided 2D polygon that must be visually monitored. The goal is to find a set of viewpoints V along with m watchmen paths that visit V . The watchmen paths are restricted to an input curve C that along with X satisfies the chain-visibility property (Definition 1). We show how to compute V and find the m watchmen paths optimally.
In general, the viewpoints V can be anywhere along C, i.e., no finite candidate set for V is given. We will first establish that there always exists an optimal solution in which V is restricted to either endpoint of the intersection of VP(x) with C, where x is some point in X. Let C x denote the segment VP(x) ∩ C for x ∈ X. For ease of notation, we will assign an ordering of points on the curve C. This allows us to define the left and right endpoints for C x (equivalently, first and last points of C x along C). We have the following result.
Lemma 1 There exists an optimal solution for Problem 1 with viewpoints V * such that for any v ∈ V * , if v is the left (respectively, right) endpoint of some path Π * i , then v must be the right (respectively, left) endpoint of some C x .
The proof is given in the appendix.
This lemma allows us to restrict our attention only to the set of finite (at most 2|X|) points on C. Furthermore, we need to consider only the right endpoints of all C x for starting a path, and only the left endpoints for ending a path. We will use dynamic programming to find the optimal starting and ending points of m paths. Before we describe the dynamic programming solution, we present a subroutine that is useful in computing the cost of a path when the first and last viewpoint on the path is given.
The subroutine given in Algorithm 1 takes as input a path Π i defined by its first and last viewpoint on C. It also takes as input a set of target points X that are visible from at least one point along Π i . The output of the subroutine is the optimal set of viewpoints V i (subject to the condition that first and last Algorithm 1: OPTIMALSINGLEPATH Input: i, j: first and last viewpoints for a path Π i on C Input: X : set of target points such that ∀x ∈ X , VP(x) ∩ Π i = ∅ Output: V i : optimal set of viewpoints on Π i to cover X (including i and j) Output: J i : optimal cost for Π i to cover X 1 Mark all points in X as uncovered 2 Mark all points in X visible from either i or j as covered
q ← first point to the right of p such that q is the right endpoint of C x for some uncovered
Mark all x ∈ X visible from q as covered
point of Π i are included) and the optimal cost J i of this path. The following lemma proves the correctness of this algorithm.
Lemma 2 Let X be a set of target points and C be a chainvisible curve. Let Π i be some path along C and X ⊆ X be target points visible from Π i . If the first and last viewpoints of Π i are i and j respectively, then Algorithm 1 computes the optimal set of viewpoints and the optimal cost for Π i .
The proof of correctness in given in the appendix.
From Lemma 1 we know that all paths in an optimal solution start and end at the right and left endpoints of C x . Denote the set of all right and left endpoints by R and L respectively. We build a table of size |L| × |R| × m. The entry T (i, j, k) gives the maximum cost of the first k paths, with the k th path starting at some i ∈ R and ending at some j ∈ L, and all k < k paths ending before i. To correctly fill in the entry T (i, j, k), we must ensure that there does not exist any C x that starts after the (k − 1) th path and ends before k th path ( Figure 4 ). Let I(j , i) be a binary indicator which is 1 if there exists a C x which is strictly contained between points j and i, i > j (but does not contain i and j ). Let Inf be a very large number. We compute T (i, j, k) as follows. Fig. 4 . Dynamic Programming. We search for the start and end points for m paths. Table entry T (i, j, k) gives the cost of the k th part starting at i and ending in j. We must make sure that there is no point x such that the Cx lies completely between the (k − 1) th and k th paths.
Let s be the first point on C. In initializing the entry T (i, j, k = 1) we must ensure that there is no target such that C x ends before i. Thus, for all i = 1 to |R| and j = 1 to |L| we initialize,
To fill the rest of the entries, we first find points j and i given i, j, k,
The term I(j , i) ensures that there is no C x that starts after j but ends before i. Furthermore, since the (k − 1)
th path ends at j < i, we know all C x that start before j will be covered. This only leaves two types of points to consider: (i) C x starts after j but does not end before i, and (ii) C x starts after i. While filing in T (i, j, k) we first compute j , i according to Equation 1. Then, we verify if there exists any point x belonging to either of the two types listed above. If not, then all points in X have already been covered by the first k − 1 paths. Hence, we set T (i, j, k) = T (i , j , k − 1). If there is exists a point belonging either of the two types listed, then
Additionally, if k = m we must check if there is any point which has not been covered. Let t be the rightmost point of the curve C. If I(j, t) = 1, we set T (i, j, m) to +Inf.
To recover the final solution, we have to find the entry T (i, j, m) with the least cost. Using additional book-keeping pointers, we can recover the optimal solution by standard dynamic programming backtracking. The following theorem summarizes our main result for this section.
Theorem 1 There exists a polynomial time algorithm that finds the optimal solution for Problem 1.
The property in Lemma 1 allowed us search over a finite set of points for computing the endpoints of the paths. This comes from the finiteness of the set X. Now, consider the case when all points in a polygon are to be monitored by the robots. We may have possibly infinite candidate endpoints for the m optimal paths along C. Nevertheless, in the next section we will show how to compute an approximation for the optimal paths in finite time.
A. Simulations
The algorithm was implemented in MATLAB using the VisiLibity [22] library for floating-point visibility computations. The polygonal environment shown in Figure 5 (a) was used to generate all the simulation instances.
The simulation results are presented in Figure 5 . The plots show mean and standard deviation of the costs for 50 trials. The positions of the targets are randomly generated for each trial. All target locations are generated such that they satisfy the chain-visibility property with respect to the dashed path shown in Figure 5 (a). The measurement time t m was set to 1 s for all trials. Figure 6 shows the computation time required for running the dynamic programming, as a function of the number of robots and the targets.
IV. 4-APPROXIMATION FOR STREET POLYGONS
In this section, we present a 4-approximation algorithm for Problem 2. The input to the problem is a street polygon P (see Figure 2 (b) for an example) and a curve C that satisfies the chain-visibility property for all points in P . Carlsson and Nilsson [17] showed that there always exists such a curve for street polygons, known as the collapsed watchman route. They also presented an algorithm to compute the smallest set of discrete viewpoints along such a curve to see every point in P . As shown in Figure 3 constructing paths directly from the optimal set of discrete viewpoints can lead to arbitrarily worse solutions for Problem 2. Nevertheless, in this section, we will present an algorithm that yields a 4-approximation starting with the smallest set of discrete viewpoints.
Let g s and g t be the first and last points of the input curve C. Let p and q by any points on C (p to the left of q). Let C[p, q] denote the set of all points on C between p and q. We use the following definition of a limit point of a point p adapted from [17] .
Definition 2
In other words, lp(p) is the right endpoint of a C x closest to p and to its right, such that x is not visible from any point to the left of p, including p. Figure 7 shows an example. In the previous section, we implicitly used the concept of a limit point in Line 6 of Algorithm 1. The limit point of any point p given a curve C can be computed efficiently in polynomial time [17] , which we will use in our algorithm. For the first limit point, we have the following result.
Lemma 3 ( [17])
Carlsson and Nilsson [17] also presented an algorithm to compute the first viewpoint g 1 satisfying the above condition.
It is easy to see that any solution where the first path starts before g 1 can be converted to another valid solution of equal or less cost where the first path starts at g 1 . The subroutine given in Algorithm 2 starts with g 1 to compute m paths. Let T * be the cost of the optimal solution for some instance of Problem 2. The subroutine takes as input a guess for T * , sayT . We first compute the smallest set of viewpoints G * sufficient to see every point in the environment using [17] . The rest of the algorithm constructs m paths such that the cost of each path is at most 4T .
Lemma 6 shows if the set of paths computed by the algorithm does not see every point in P , then our guess for T * is too small. Thus, we can start with a small initial guess for T * , sayT = t m , and use binary search to determine the optimal value T * . Since all tours computed cost less than 4T , we obtain a 4-approximation when our guessT = T * . r ← point along C lengthT away from l (set to g t if no such point exists)
Π i ← path starting at l and ending at r
We first prove that the discrete set of viewpoints computed by Algorithm 2 are correct.
Lemma 4 Let r be the last point on the last path and V = ∪V i be the set of all viewpoints over all paths given by Algorithm 2. If a point x ∈ P is visible from C[g s , r], then x is also visible from the discrete set of viewpoints V .
Proof: Suppose there is a point x visible from C[g s , r] which is not visible from any point in V . Let x l and x r be the left and right endpoints of C x . x l must lie to the left of r since x is visible from C[g s , r]. Similarly, x r must lie to the left of r otherwise since r ∈ V , x will be covered by r. From Lemma 3 and the fact that g 1 ∈ V , x l must lie to the right of g 1 . Thus we have g 1 < x l ≤ x r < r. We omit the rest of the proof since it is similar to that of Lemma 2.
Lemma 5 Let Π be the set of paths computed using Algorithm 2 and r be the last endpoint of the rightmost path. Let Π be any set of m paths with r the last endpoint of the rightmost path, such that all points visible from C[g s , r ] are covered by Π . If the cost of Π is at mostT , then r cannot be to the right of r.
Proof: From Lemma 3 and the definition of limit point, we can say that the first path in Π starts from g 1 . We will prove the lemma by induction on the index of the path.
Specifically, we will show that the right endpoint of the i th path in Π, say Π i , cannot be to the left of the right endpoint of the i th path in Π , say Π i . For ease of notation, we will refer to the left endpoint of the i th path by l i and correspondingly r i .
Base case. We have two possibilities: (i) r 1 isT away from g 1 , (ii) Π 1 contains at least T /t m viewpoints from G * . For (i), since the cost of Π 1 is at mostT , its length cannot be greater thanT . Hence, r 1 cannot be to the right of r 1 . For (ii), suppose r 1 is to the right of r 1 . Then Π i must contain at least T /t m viewpoints from the optimality of G * . Thus, the cost of Π 1 is greater thanT which is a contradiction. The base of the induction holds.
Inductive step. Suppose that r i−1 is to the left or coincident with r i−1 . We claim that l i−1 must be to the left or coincident with l i . Suppose not. By construction, l i = lp(r i−1 ). Let x be a point such that l i is the right endpoint of C x and x is not visible from C[g s , r i−1 ]. Such an x always exists according to the definition of a limit point. Hence, C x lies completely between r i−1 and l i implying x is not covered by Π , which is a contradiction. Hence, l i is to the left or coincident with l i . Now, using an argument similar to the base case, we can show that r i cannot be to the right of r i proving the induction.
Hence, for all i, r i cannot be to the right of r i proving the lemma.
Lemma 6 If Algorithm 2 returns FAILURE thenT < T
* .
Proof: Suppose T * ≤T . Let Π * be the optimal set of m paths. Let r and r * be the rightmost points on Π and Π * respectively. From Lemma 5, we know r * cannot be to the right of r.
Algorithm 2 returns FAILURE when there exists some point, say x ∈ P , not covered by Π. From Lemma 4, x must not be visible from C[g s , r]. Thus, x cannot be visible from C[g s , r * ]. Hence, the optimal set of paths do not see every point in P which is a contradiction.
We now bound the cost of the solution produced by our subroutine.
Lemma 7
The maximum cost of any path produced by Algorithm 2 is at most 4T .
Proof: By construction, the length of any path is at most T . The number of measurements are at most T /t m + 2 ≤ 3T /t m . Hence, the cost of any path is at most 4T .
Combining all the above lemmas, we can state our main result for this section.
Theorem 2 There exists a 4-approximation for Problem 2.
The minimum number of discrete viewpoints |G * | can be significantly larger than the number of vertices of the polygon. G * can be computed in time polynomial in the input size (i.e., the number of sides in the input polygon) and the output size (i.e., |G * |). Consequently, the running time for each invocation of the subroutine in Algorithm 2 is also polynomial in the input and output size. The optimal value T * can be computed in O(log T * ) invocations of the subroutine via binary search.
We can reduce the overall running time by terminating the binary search early, at the expense of the approximation factor.
V. GENERAL SOLUTION
In this section, we address the general case for the multirobot watchmen route problem. We remove the restriction of street polygons and requiring a chain-visible curve as input. However, the added generality comes at the expense of some relaxations. We assume that a finite set of candidate measurement locations, V , is given as input. The goal is to find tours for each robot visiting a subset of V such that they collectively see all the targets. Note that there is no further assumption (e.g., chain-visibility) on V . Consequently, V can be computed by simply discretizing the environment either uniformly or using the strategy in Deshpande et al. [23] . Instead of minimizing the maximum times of the tour, we resort to minimizing the sum of the length of all tours (i.e., t m = 0).
Our contribution is to show how to solve this general version of the multi-robot watchman route problem by reducing it to a TSP instance. The resulting TSP instance is not necessarily metric, and consequently existing polynomial time approximation algorithms cannot be directly applied. Instead, we directly find the optimal TSP solution leveraging sophisticated TSP solvers (e.g., concorde [20] ). This is motivated by recent work by Mathew et al. [24] who used a similar approach for solving a multi-robot rendezvous problem. We demonstrate that this algorithm finds the optimal solution faster than directly solving the original problem using an Integer Linear Programming solver.
In the following we describe our reduction and prove its correctness. We also present empirical results from simulations for a 2D case. However, the following algorithm also works for 3D problems and can incorporate additional sensing range and motion constraints.
A. Reduction to TSP
Let P denote the environment in which the targets points X are located. We are given a set of candidate viewpoints V within P . We denote the j th viewpoint by v j ∈ V where j = {1, ..., n}. For each target x i ∈ X, we create cluster of viewpoints,
Without loss of generality, we assume that V is such that each target x i is seen from at least one viewpoint (i.e., |C i | ≥ 1 for all i). One way of generating a valid set V is by sampling or discretizing the visibility polygons for all x i . For the special case, when X is the set of all points in a 2D polygon, we can generate V by imposing a grid inside P using the strategy from [23] .
If a robot visits any viewpoint in cluster C i , then it ensures that target x i is seen by the corresponding robot. Therefore, the goal is to find a set of tours, one per robot, such that at least one viewpoint in each C i is visited. Note that the clusters need not be disjoint. This problem is equivalent to the multi-robot Generalized Traveling Salesman Problem (GTSP) [25] .
The input to GTSP is a set of clusters, each containing one or more nodes from a connected graph. The goal in single robot GTSP is to find the minimum length tour that visits at least one node in each cluster. 3 GTSP is NP-hard [25] since it generalizes TSP.
Noon and Bean [26] and Lien and Ma [25] presented two polynomial time reductions of GTSP into a TSP instance such that the optimal TSP tour yields the optimal GTSP solution. The resulting TSP instance is not necessarily metric and consequently the standard approximation algorithms (e.g., [27] ) cannot be applied. We can find the optimal solution of the TSP instance directly using potentially exponential time algorithms. A number of sophisticated implementations have been developed for solving large TSP instances to optimality [20] . In particular, we use the concorde solver which yields the best-known solutions to large TSP instances [28] . In Section V-B, we compare this approach with a generic Integer Linear Programming solver.
The reductions from GTSP to TSP proposed by Noon and Bean [26] and Lien and Ma [25] are for finding a single robot GTSP tour. In our case, we are interested in finding m toursone for each of the m robots. Mathew et al. [24] presented a multi-robot extension for the Noon-Bean transformation. This transformation is applicable for the case when the clusters in the GTSP instance are disjoint (i.e., |C i ∩ C j | = 0, for all i = j). With slight modification, we can apply the transformation to the case of possibly overlapping clusters as given below.
We assume that the path for the i th robot must start at a specific vertex, v and initially there is one robot at each depot. The robots can end their paths at any of the m depots with the restriction that each depot must have one robot at the end. For all the scenarios, the algorithm given below finds m tours such that the sum of the lengths of all tours is minimized and each target is seen.
The reduction consists of five main steps. First, represent the given instance as a graph. Second, form a metric completion of the graph and remove viewpoints that cannot see any target. Third, convert the overlapping clusters to non-overlapping ones. Fourth, use a modified Noon-Bean reduction [26] to convert the GTSP instance into a TSP instance. Fifth, add start and finish depots as nodes in the graph. The detailed description of each step is given below. 1) (Figures 8(a)-8(b) ) Represent P as a graph G g = (V, E,Ĉ). The vertices are the viewpoints V ∈P . Add an edge (v i , v j ) ∈ E where v i , v j ∈ V and v i is visible from v j . The cost of (v i , v j ) is the Euclidean distance between v i and v j . Define a set of clusterŝ (Figures 8(b) to 8(c) 
c is equal to the cost of shortest path between v i and v j in G g . Then, remove isolated nodes V r that are not present in any cluster inĈ. This in turn removes edges
3) Carry out the first step in Noon-Bean transformation [26] , the I-N transformation, as follows:
that has non-intersecting set of clusters. We go through following steps:
• Create set of nodes V in = {v i,j | ∀v i ∈ V cr and ∀C j v i , C j ∈Ĉ}.
• Create set of clustersĈ
• For all nodes of the form {v i,j , v i,k }∈V in where j =k, create an 'intranode-intercluster' edge (v i,j , v i,k ) ∈E in and assign a zero cost to this edge.
• For all nodes of the form {v i,p , v j,q }∈V in create an edge {(v i,p , v j,q ) ∈E in where p =q and i =j}, and assign the cost of this edge equal to the cost of corresponding edge (v i , v j ) ∈ E cr . Refer to Figures 8(c)-8(d) .
• Choose α greater than the cost of any tour in P that visits all targets x i . Add this penalty α to all edges in E in except zero cost edges. 5 The exact expression for α will be defined in Step 5. 4) Complete the Noon-Bean reduction by adding intracluster edges, tail-shifting, and imposing another penalty.
as follows:
• Copy the vertices, edges and clusters:
Create edges to connect all nodes in cluster C used by Karp [29] . The correctness of the algorithm follows from the correctness of the original Noon-Bean reduction [26] . The major change to the reduction is the addition of the complete graph between the depot vertices, V b . The only incoming edges to the start depots, v Similarly, the only outgoing edges from the finish depot vertices are to the start depot vertices. Consequently, whenever the optimal TSP tour visits a finish depot vertex it must take a zero cost edge to a start depot vertex, from which it may either to a node in V t or to another finish depot vertex. Therefore, the TSP tour visits an alternating sequence of start and finish depot vertices with possibly non-zero viewpoints (i.e., V t vertices) in between. We can therefore partition the TSP tour into m subtours from start depot to finish depots. This gives us paths for the m robots. One or more of these subtours may be empty, in which case the optimal solution uses fewer than m robots. This can happen since the algorithm minimizes the sum of the path lengths, and not the maximum path length of m robots.
B. Computational Studies
We implemented the algorithm described in the previous subsection. Our implementation is available online at https://github.com/raaslab/watchman route and uses the NoonBean implementation from Mathew et al. [24] and VisiLibity library [22] . Figure 8 shows a 2D instance solved using this algorithm.
The penalties added to the edges can cause their cost to become large enough to run into numerical overflow issues. In our experiments, we encountered instances where the penalty resulted in the edge costs becoming large than what can be represented with the data structure used by concorde. In such a case, we can use the reduction given by Lien and Ma [25] which does not require the addition of any penalty. However, their reduction triples the number of nodes in the TSP as compared to the Noon-Bean transformation. This results in larger instances and slower running times. Our single robot implementation based on the Lien-Ma transformation is also available online.
An instance with 15 targets and 30 candidate viewpoints for one robot took 41s secs to solve using concorde, where as the same instance took 536s to solve directly using the Integer Linear Programming solver in MATLAB. We use an iterative implementation [30] to find the tour in MATLAB using the ILP function since specifying the full problem directly becomes too large to hold in memory. Table I gives the times required to solve some representative problems using the Lien-Ma and Noon-Bean reductions with concorde and MATLAB. As expected, the Noon-Bean reduction along with the concorde solver is fastest among all options. The Lien-Ma reduction for an instance with 15 targets and 30 candidate viewpoints could not be solved in 12 hours using concorde. An instance with |V | = 63 and |X| = 15 could not be solved using MATLAB's ILP function in more than 16 hrs of computation. The same instance took 2411 secs with concorde and Noon-Bean reduction. An instance with |V | = 63, |X| = 15, and three robots was solved in 1599 secs with concorde and Noon-Bean. TABLE II  COMPARISON OF THE LENGTHS OF THE TOUR COMPUTED AND THE  ACTUAL DISTANCE TRAVELED BY THE ROBOTS IN THE GAZEBO  SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT FOR FIGURE 10. on the optimal cost (sum of path lengths). 10 target locations are randomly generated for each trial in the environment shown in Figure 10 . Figure 9(b) shows the effect of varying the number of targets. The number of robots were fixed to 3. Figures 9(c)-(d) show the computation time required for finding the solution using the Noon-Bean reduction with concorde (BFS) solver, as a function of the number of robots and the targets.
The resulting algorithm was also tested in the Gazebo simulation environment ( Figure 10 ) using two Pioneer 3DX robots fitted with a limited field-of-view angle camera. The robots emulate an omni-directional camera by rotating in place whenever they reach a new vertex. Table II shows the comparison between the lengths of the tours on the input graph and the actual distance traveled by the robots in the Gazebo simulation environment. The actual distances are shorter since the robot is not restricted to move on the input graph in the polygonal environment. 
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Our approach in this paper was to formulate a geometric version of the persistent monitoring problem with a more abstract but generalizable specification. Even with this formulation, the problem turns out to be challenging.
The analysis presented is based on the key property of chain-visibility which is satisfied by limited classes of environments. In particular, for Problem 2 we require the environment to be a street polygon. One approach of extending our algorithm for general environments would be to first decompose the environment into street polygons, and then apply our algorithm separately in each component. While algorithms for decomposition into street polygons are not known, there is an optimal algorithm for decomposing a polygon without holes into the fewest number of monotone subpolygons [31] . The class of monotone polygons are included in the class of street polygons, and thus can be used as valid inputs to our algorithm. Alternatively, human operators may be able to provide this decomposition. However, in both cases, the approximation guarantee will in general not hold.
The main open problem from a theoretical standpoint is whether there are polygons for which we can compute optimal solutions or constant-factor approximations for watchmen routes without requiring a candidate input curve. One possible approach would be to determine settings in which we can first compute a discrete set of viewpoints and then find m paths to visit them. There are existing algorithms for finding m paths of minimum maximum length to visit a set of points (see e.g., [32] ). The key property would be to show that a tour restricted to the discrete set of viewpoints thus computed is at most a constant factor away from an optimal tour. The approximation algorithm presented in Section IV follows this principle. Investigating similar results for richer environments is part of our ongoing work.
The algorithm in Section V finds the optimal solution by reducing it to GTSP. However, this is valid when the cost function is the sum of the travel times for all the robots. Extending this approach to account for measurement time, and minimizing the makespan remains an open problem. APPENDIX PROOF OF LEMMA 1 Proof: Consider the case when v is the left endpoint of a path Π i in an optimal solution. We will prove by contradiction. If v is not also the right endpoint of some C x , then find the first right endpoint, say v , of some C x that is to the right of v along C. All points in X visible from v are also visible from v . Thus, we can let v be the new left endpoint of Π * i to give a valid solution of lesser length, i.e. lesser cost, which is a contradiction. The case for the right endpoint is symmetrical.
PROOF OF LEMMA 2
Proof: We first verify that all targets in X will be covered by the algorithm (and thus the algorithm terminates). Suppose not. Let x be a target that is not covered. By definition of X , C x intersects with Π i . Let x l and x r be the left and right endpoints of C x . If x l is to the left of i, then x is visible from i and will be marked covered. If x r is to the right of j, then x is visible from j and will be marked covered. Hence, x l and x r lie between i and j.
Consider the closest viewpoint in V i lying to the left of x l , say v (we know at least one such viewpoint exists, namely i). Let v be the first viewpoint in V to the right of v (we know at least one such viewpoint exists, namely j). Now v cannot be to the left of x l , else v is not the closest viewpoint to the left of x l . Similarly, v cannot be to the right of x r since v will not satisfy the condition in Line 6 in Algorithm 1. This leaves the case where v is between x l and x r , in which case x is visible from a viewpoint in V i .
Next, we verify that the optimal set of viewpoints and cost is correctly computed. The length of Π i is fixed since i and j are given as input. Let X be the subset of X such that any x ∈ X is not visible from either i or j. It remains to show that |V i \ {i, j}| is the least number of measurements required to cover X . Denote the viewpoints in V i \ {i, j} by v 1 , . . . , v n . Along with i and j, this defines n + 1 partitions:
For contradiction, suppose there is a V = {v i } with n − 1 viewpoints that cover X . Then, there must exist at least one [v i , v i+1 ] partition that does not contain any v j . From Line 6, this implies that there is some point x whose interval lies completely between two consecutive viewpoints in V . Thus, V does not cover all elements in X which is a contradiction.
